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SHOP SET-UPS

Introductory Package - This setup is for those who want to get stated with 
MDRS with a small initial investment and includes the most commonly used tools
in the MDRS line. Includes:1.5  MDRS N52 tool, 8 balls (Ball Set B), shop tool box,″
mylar and spray wax for abrasion resistance, Mini-Me ball locating magnet, 
material safety data sheet and operation instructions.

$450

Essential Shop Set-Up – Includes 1.5  and 2.0  MDRS flat tools, shop tool box, ″ ″
mylar and spray wax for abrasion resistance, Mini-Me ball locating magnet, 
material safety data sheet and operation instructions.

$650

Technicians Shop Set-Up – Includes 1.5  and 2.0  MDRS flat tools, 2.0  Radius ″ ″ ″
Axial Tool with MDRS, Versatile Puller, Mag-Caddy, shop tool box, mylar and 
spray wax for abrasion resistance, Mini-Me ball locating magnet, material safety 
data sheet and operation instructions

$1200

Ultimate Shop Set-Up – Includes 1.5  and 2.0  MDRS flat tools, 1.5  and 2.0  ″ ″ ″ ″
Radius Axial Tool (RAT) Pack, MDRS Versatile Puller, Mag-Caddy, shop tool box, 
mylar and spray wax for abrasion resistance, Mini-Me ball locating magnet, 
material safety data sheet and operation instructions

$1500

Apprentice Kit – Includes tool box, Apprentice Tool with Armor Plate facing, 
mylar finish protecting disc, spray wax, chrome steel soild dent balls with 
diameters of 2.250 , 2 , 1.750 , and 1.5″ ″ ″ ″
1/8  x 1/8  ball locating magnet, material safety data sheet and operating ″ ″
instructions

$400

BALL SETS

Set A - Set of 49 balls used for smaller tubing with custom oak box
For best results, this set must be used with the 2.0  MDRS N52 tool.″
4 each: 5/8  21/32  11/16  23/32  3/4″ ″ ″ ″ ″
3 each: 25/32  13/16  7/8  15/16  1″ ″ ″ ″ ″
2 each: 1 1/16  1 1/8  1 3/16  1 1/4  1 5/16  1 3/8  1 7/16″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″

$180

2807 Jolly Rd Suite 300 
Okemos MI 48864

517-339-7333
Fax: 517-339-3171



Qty Set B - Set of 8 solid chrome steel balls used for most dents on tubas, baritones/
euphoniums. 1 each: 1.5  1.625  1.750  1.875  2  2.125  2.250  2.375″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ $120

Total

Set BB - Set of 8 solid chrome steel balls with custom oak box to keep balls 
organized. (Box will hold set B and C together)
Used for most dents on tubas, baritones/euphoniums.
1 each: 1.5  1.625  1.750  1.875  2  2.125  2.250  2.375″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″

$180

Set C - Set of 3 sold chrome steel balls used to remove large dents in tuba 
bottom bows and branches. 1 each: 2.5  2.625  2.750″ ″ ″ $150

Set CB - Set of 3 solid chrome steel balls used to remove large dents in tuba 
bottom bows and branches with custom oak box to keep balls organized 
included. (Box will hold sets B and C together).
1 each: 2.5  2.625  2.750″ ″ ″

$210

Set D - Set of 8 hollow steel balls used to remove shallow dents and to shape 
and burnish areas after heavy dent removal.
1 each: 1.5  2  2.5  3  3.5  4  4.5  5″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″ ″

$290

Set E - Combined sets A & B. 57 balls: 49 small ball set in oak box and set of 8 
solid chrome steel balls. (Oak box for 8 balls not incl.) $300

Set EB - Combined sets A & B. 57 balls total: 49 small ball set and set of 8 solid 
chrome steel balls. (Both sets come with oak boxes). $350

Set FB - Combined Sets B & C. 11 solid chrome steel balls with custom oak box. $330

Set GB - Combined sets A, B, & C. 60 balls total: 49 small ball set plus 11 solid 
chrome steel balls. Custom oak box included. $500

Set H - Combined sets A, B, C, & D. 68 balls total: 49 small ball set in oak box 
plus 11 solid chrome steel balls and 8 hollow steel balls. $700

Set HB - Combined sets A, B, C, & D. 68 balls total: 49 small ball set in oak box, 
11 solid chrome steel balls in oak box, 8 hollow steel balls. $775

Set I - 3  chrome steel ball for dent/ferrule repair of YBB321 tuba.″ $50

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS
(All tools include mylar disc, and spray wax for abrasion prevention.)

Qty 1.5" Original Flat-Faced MDRS Tool - 1.5  diameter by 2  long N52 magnet ″ ″
with flat armor plate surface. $290

Total

2.0" Original Flat-Faced MDRS Tool - 2  diameter by 2  long N52 magnet with ″ ″
flat armor plate surface. $340

1.5" Radius Axial Tool "RAT" - Dual purpose Radial Axial Tool with 1.5  ″
diameter by 2  long N52 magnet with domed armor plate surface. ″ $350

2.0" Radius Axial Tool "RAT" - Dual purpose Radial Axial Tool with 2  diameter ″
by 2  long N52 magnet with domed armor plate surface.″ $390

"RAT" Pack - Includes both RAT tools. These tools have the full power of the 
magnet focused to the apex of the Armor-Plate dome and have the power to 
remove/improve deeper dents, wrinkle dents and crease dents. They are 
the only tools strong enough to use with ball set A. 

$700



SPARE PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Qty Mag Caddy - Handmade oak tool caddy for holding all four MDRS tools, 
keeping them organized and within easy reach. $80

Total

BC Call Set Organizer Box - Handmade oak box to hold the BC ball sets for easy
organization and size selection. $80

Versatile Puller -By attaching this tool to the magnetic head unit of an RAT tool,
it can be used like an automotive body dent hammer. $70

Mini MDRS "Tanabe Tool" - Designed to be used in smaller diameter tubing 
and in areas not normally accessible without disassembly. The Mini MDRS is used
in conjunction with your dent hammer to remove dents in these hard to reach 
areas.

$25

Magnetic Amplification Handle - May be used in place of the standard handle 
on any MDRS tool. Made of solid steel with black anodized finish and knurled for
a sure grip. The MAH increases the power of any MDRS tool. 1.5" diameter x 6.0" 
long.

$60

2 – 8” Mylar discs for abrasion prevention $10

Subtotal

Shipping

Total

All orders including magnets will require an 
adult signature. Orders shipped to 
addresses within the continental US will be 
approximately $20-$50 for shipping 
depending on weight and destination. All 
orders from outside the continental US will 
receive a quotation for shipping & handling.

International Orders: Meridian Winds is 
not responsible for any customs duties that 
are incurred when importing MDRS 
products into the destination country.

Payment Information:
Billing Name

Billing Address

Credit Card #

Expiration Date Sec Code

Please send this form to:  
FAX: 517-339-3171

EMAIL: tenoncork@gmail.com


